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A Peep 'Round the Twist

has four of five sections entirely to himself. These

Those of us who regularly work in old li‐

deal with the relationship between a variety of

braries, or who have marvelled at the some 5,000
reels of microfilm that comprise the Pollard and
Redgrave, Thomason, and Wing collections, al‐
ready know that early modern England did not
lack for something to read. Given this abundance,
it is surprising that even now whole genres of this
material are still unknown to us; however, an his‐
toriographical trend is evident in recent work on
"popular" print by Alexandra Walsham, Adam
Fox, and Ian Green, while studies by Kevin Sharpe
and Daniel Woolf have fleshed out the story as it
pertains to the high brow.[1] Common to much of
this work is a renewed interest in the nature of
English religious culture, whether devotional lit‐
erature, the workings of Providence, anti-Catholi‐
cism, or the varieties of Protestantism.
This book (or is it two?) has its origins in a
number of articles published by Lake since 1994,
and in a recent essay, co-written with Questier
and already published, which appears here slight‐
ly altered.[2] Indeed the collaboration represents
less than a fourth of the substantial total: Lake

genres of cheap print and writing for the stage;
Lake demonstrates how idioms expressive of the
Protestant mind set flowed among murder pam‐
phlets, court sermons, plays, "penny godlies," and
were evident too in plays like The Alchemist,
Bartholomew Fair, and Measure for Measure. If a
single theme emerges, it is the way in which print
and the stage served as mirrors in which society
was shown to itself. Tales of murders, whores,
rakes, bounders, profligates, sinners, Catholics,
knights--indeed the whole proto-Hogarthian spec‐
trum of late Tudor and early Stuart England-served to promulgate and reinforce "orthodox" so‐
cial and religious values that these groups were
seen to have contravened. This interesting conclu‐
sion represents a partial return to E. M. W. Till‐
yard's The Elizabethan World Picture (1943),
whose theme was the contemporary fascination
with, and yearning for, order and stability, hierar‐
chy and degree.
The chapters co-written by Lake and Questier
pursue these themes with the all-important di‐
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mension of Catholic-Protestant tension put to the

gious dispute, with the much more untidy world

fore. Instead of murder pamphlet and stage play,

first captured by Keith Thomas's Religion and the

the sources here relate to the state and its reli‐

Decline of Magic (1971). The result is the closing of

gious competitors, namely Catholics. Hence we

that gulf often thought to exist between "popular"

read of the conditions inside those prisons which

religion and its loftier counterpart.

held Jesuits and other heretics, all part of a plan

And yet, this treatment of the problem is lack‐

to suppress "popery," but by a strange twist aids to

ing in several crucial areas. First, we are given no

its continued vitality, and the site of all manner of

indication--beyond allusion to order and unity--of

"ideological contest" (p. 227). A further site of ten‐

what religious "orthodoxy" really meant. Here,

sion between Catholics and the state was the gal‐

the literature of religious controversy, a more

lows, where the enforcement of Protestant ortho‐

scholarly than popular venue, would have fleshed

doxy took on the character of a moralizing specta‐

out the picture; instead, what is meant by "ortho‐

cle whose message was again complicated by the

doxy" is taken as given, and to confine it to late

fact that those in the crowd identified with the re‐

Renaissance tropes which described the smooth

ligious fervor of the victims. Both sides, argue the

workings of political structures misses an impor‐

authors, had in common their status as "religious

tant part of the story. Puzzling too is the often

engagés" (p. 279). The result is that the neat oppo‐

clumsy

sitional categories often applied to the religious

from "texts" to "events" (p. 187) the authors owe a

rounding prison, gallows, and stage. Here again,

debt--both terminological and methodological--to

we are presented with a world view, common
catholics,

godly,"

related to "orthodoxy." In describing a transition

press, or the public debates and spectacles sur‐

and

terms--"the

precise meaning is never developed, nor in turn

variety and idiosyncrasy of the products of the

"protestants

of

protestant, puritan, "perfect protestant"--whose

groups in this period fail to account for the sheer

among

intermingling

J. G. A. Pocock, which is not acknowledged.[3] This

common

is but one sign that this book could have been

lawyers and absolutist apologists" (p. 309), whose

more carefully edited: "first" not "frst" (p. xvii);

defining categories were consensus and unity.

Walsham's Providence was published by Oxford,

Aside from the light it sheds on the popular

not Cambridge (p. xvii, n. 8); alliteration and neol‐

literature of the age, perhaps the most important

ogism are doubly awful when combined, as in: "a

contribution made by this study is the way in

meeting place between the popular and the per‐

which it enhances our picture of the religious and

fectly, predestinarianly protestant."

intellectual culture of post-Reformation England.

Nevertheless, and these small errors aside,

For it should not be forgotten that the Elizabethan

this book will enhance our appreciation of the in‐

and Jacobean "settlements" were not really settle‐

teractions between a variety of levels of religious

ments at all, but merely reiterations of a state-

and political culture, and has much to offer read‐

sponsored confession, whose uneasy compromise

ers interested in the religious, cultural, and intel‐

of Catholic and Reformed elements made it a last‐

lectual history of post-Reformation England.

ing matter of contention. This terrain is of course
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familiar to both authors, who have devoted previ‐
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